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chemical microscopy for the
differentiation of radical-induced degradation
mechanisms in polymer electrolyte membranes

Susanne Thiel and Maik Eichelbaum *

In this work, a spatially resolved analytical method based on scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)

to distinguish different degradation phenomena in polymer electrolyte membranes was developed. SECM

was combined with a Franz diffusion cell to distinguish between radical-induced aging of a sulfonated

tetrafluoroethylene based fluoropolymer-copolymer due to deactivation of the sulfonic acid groups

followed by a decreased proton conductivity, and the radical-induced formation of cracks and holes in

the polymer. The experiments were performed with ferrocyanide as redox mediator to detect holes and

cracks, and protons (sulfuric acid) to determine the through-plane proton conductivity, respectively. A

pristine Nafion™ membrane, a pristine Nafion™ membrane with an artificial pinhole and a Nafion™

membrane aged with Fenton's reagent were investigated to prove the measurement principle. It could

be shown that holes and cracks can be reliably detected with this approach and discriminated from

a change in proton conductivity. The presence of holes in the investigated aged membranes was

confirmed by scanning electron microscopy, whereas the loss of sulfonate groups could be supported

by infrared spectroscopy measurements.
1 Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membranes (PEM) are essential parts of
PEM fuel cells (PEMFC) and PEM water electrolyzers
(PEMWE).1–4 These electrochemical energy converters are
needed to implement hydrogen as sustainable energy vector in
a future carbon-neutral energy system. The ambitious goals of
the Paris climate protection agreement, the associated CO2

emission targets for the transport sector and the future de facto
ban on internal combustion engines in the European Union
require the accelerated development of climate-neutral drives
for the transport sector.5,6 Hydrogen-based drive systems, and
fuel cells in particular, are expected to play a key role in heavy-
duty transportation. Hydrogen PEMFCs are scalable for both
the high power ranges and large daily mileages of heavy-duty
transport. They have a high system efficiency and are also free
of local pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions.7 Compared to
state-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries, they allow a higher gravi-
metric density and a longer mileage per charge or tank load.8,9

In order to achieve acceptance of PEMFC-based drive systems as
an alternative to combustion engines, this technology must be
reliable, inexpensive, efficient and offer a long service life.5

While the long-term target for the service life of fuel cells for
passenger cars, as specied by the Department of Energy (DoE),
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is 8000 hours, this value is as high as 30 000 hours for heavy-
duty vehicles.7,9–11 It is therefore obvious that extending the
service life of fuel cells is crucial in order to help fuel cells
achieve a breakthrough in the commercial vehicle sector.

One of the most important components particularly affected
by aging in PEMFCs and PEMWEs is the membrane.1–4 The PEM
typically consists of a sulfonated tetrauoroethylene based
uoropolymer-copolymer. Its main tasks are to transfer protons
from the anode to the cathode and to avoid the diffusion of
hydrogen and oxygen gas to the opposite electrochemical half
cell. It also has to be electrically insulating to rule out short
circuits. In addition to its use in fuel cells, the PEM is also
required in state-of-the-art water electrolyzers for the produc-
tion of (green) hydrogen. The stability of the PEM in electro-
lyzers is particularly important in combination with renewable
energies.12 The volatility of renewable energies leads to voltage
uctuations that put particular stress on the membrane.

Since PEMWEs and PEMFCs work under acidic conditions,
noble metals such as iridium and platinum must be utilized.
The usage of these materials is associated with very high costs.11

In order to reduce production costs, research has been carried
out in recent years on alternative anion exchange membranes
(AEM) that could also work with non-noble metals such as
cobalt, nickel, iron and copper.13,14 Furthermore, per- and pol-
yuoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are currently subject to stricter
regulations due to environmental and health concerns.15 As
a consequence, extensive research is being conducted into
uorine-free alternatives for PEMs at the moment. Promising
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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options here are hydrocarbon polymer and sulfonated poly-
phenylene membranes.16,17

As a consequence, all these demanding applications and
developments regarding polymer electrolyte membranes make
an understanding of degeneration processes necessary in order
to improve the robustness and lifetime of these materials. The
degradation of the polymer electrolyte membrane based on
sulfonated tetrauoroethylene based uoropolymer-
copolymers can be characterized primarily by the deactivation
or loss of the acidic sulfonate groups and by the destruction of
the polymeric uorohydrocarbon structure and the associated
formation of cracks and holes.4 During fuel cell or electrolyzer
operation, highly reactive species such as hydroxyl radicals can
be formed through the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide,
which can be an intermediate product of electrochemical
oxygen reduction. The radicals can attack the C–F bonds as
schematically shown by the following equations:4

R� CF2COOHþOH
�/R� CF

�

2 þ CO2 þH2O (1)

R� CF
�

2 þOH
�/R� CF2OH/R� COFþHF (2)

R–COF + H2O / R–COOH + HF (3)

Alternatively, sulfonic acid groups can be attacked by radi-
cals in the following way:4,18

R� CF2SO3HþOH
�/R� CF

�

2 þ SO3 þH2O (4)

The reaction can then proceed as shown in eqn (2) and (3).
Whereas the former reactions can lead to cracks and holes due
to the attack of the uorohydrocarbon backbone of the
membrane, the latter reaction induces a reduced proton
conductivity that is facilitated by the sulfonate groups. The
formation of radicals and their attack of the membrane struc-
ture can be articially reproduced using the Fenton reaction:

H2O2 + Fe2+ / Fe3+ + OHc + OH− (5)

In order to increase the lifetime of established and newly
developed PEM candidates, powerful analytical methods are
needed to quickly and effectively assess and comprehend the
robustness of membrane materials. Microscopic methods with
high local resolution play an important role in characterizing
the aging of fuel cell and electrolyzer components. For example,
gas or liquid composition, electrochemical potential, humidity
and temperature vary both within a cell and between cells in an
electrolyzer or fuel cell stack under operation conditions. This
has different effects on the materials and can lead to a hetero-
geneous degradation of the membrane.19–21

Due to its versatility, scanning electrochemical microscopy
(SECM) is a powerful method to characterize and investigate
different materials with high local resolution. In recent years,
applications of SECM in energy research such as the charac-
terization of batteries, fuel cells, supercapacitors and solar cells
have been reported.22 E.g., SECM was combined with a diffusion
cell for membrane characterization.23–26 Jadi et al. investigated
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the proton conductivity of Naon™–polypyrrole membranes23

and polyaniline modied membranes.24 Another work focused
onmeasuring the heterogeneity of aged Naon™membranes.25

Kallio et al. investigated proton transport through poly(-
vinylidene uoride) and poly(vinylidene uoride-co-hexa-
uoropropylene) lms.26 The potential of alternating current
(AC) SECM to map the heterogeneity of the in-plane proton
conductivity of PEMs was recently shown by our group.27

Naon™membranes were activated both partially and over the
entire area with various acids and deactivated with either the
Fenton reagent or barium hydroxide solution. We could prove
with AC-SECM that activation (deactivation) led to a reduction
(increase) in the local impedance.

However, since SECM basically measures the total imped-
ance of the sample, it is usually very difficult to identify the
specic origin of the impedance change. E.g., an increased
diffusion of protons (or other species) through the membrane
in a diffusion cell could be due to an increased proton
conductivity or simply by the presence of holes and cracks in the
membrane. Since radicals can induce both, as shown in eqn
(1)–(4), this differentiation is essential to really understand the
underlying aging processes. The aim of our current work was
hence to develop a spatially resolved analysis method based on
SECM that can distinguish between the radical-induced
heterogeneous change in through-plane proton conductivity
and the formation of holes and cracks in the membrane. Since
the number of acid groups is closely related to proton conduc-
tion, which itself is a function of proton activity, it is possible to
investigate the acid group strength and distribution in the
membrane by measuring the proton activity dependent current
of the proton reduction reaction at the tip of the SECM elec-
trode. To trigger the proton diffusion and conduction through
the membrane, we combined the SECM with a Franz diffusion
cell and a proton concentration gradient to accomplish proton
diffusion from the lower part of the cell (donor reservoir)
through the membrane to the upper part of the cell (acceptor
reservoir). A similar utilization of the SECM/diffusion cell
combination also enables the detection of cracks and holes
when ferrocyanide is used as a redox mediator in the donor
reservoir. Ferrocyanide cannot diffuse through an intact
membrane. The detection of this species upon application of
a positive bias at the SECM tip is hence an indicator for a crack
or hole in the membrane. As a result, the combined utilization
of ferrocyanide and protons as mediators should make it
possible to distinguish between through-plane proton conduc-
tivity andmechanical membrane failures. To test this approach,
a pristine membrane, a pristine membrane with pinhole and
a membrane articially aged using Fenton's reagent were
examined.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Membrane preparation

All investigated Naon™ membranes of type N-115 (FuelCell
Store) with 125 mm thickness were rst activated by placing the
membrane for 30 minutes under stirring in 80 °C hot ultrapure
water (Milli-Q Integral 3 system, 18.3 MU). For the deactivation
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757 | 13749



Fig. 1 Principle assembly of a Franz diffusion cell used for the SECM
investigation of polymer electrolyte membranes.
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with Fenton's reagent, the membrane was aerwards placed for
8 hours in a beaker containing a solution consisting of
16 mg L−1 iron(II) ions (iron(II) chloride hydrate, extra pure, Carl
Roth) in 30 wt% hydrogen peroxide (for analysis, Carl Roth).
The solution was annealed to 70 °C. Aer 4 hours the solution
was replaced by a fresh solution. Finally, the membrane was
rinsed with ultrapure water. All membranes were stored in
ultrapure water aer the respective treatments before the
measurements.

2.2 Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)

For SECM measurements, an M 470 scan station equipped with
an SP-300 potentiostat (all from BioLogic) were used. The
working electrode was a Pt-wire ultra-microelectrode (UME)
with 25 mm diameter, the reference electrode an Ag/AgCl elec-
trode, and the counter electrode a platinum sheet. The SECM
measurements were performed using a Franz diffusion cell
(PermeGear) in direct current (DC) SECM mode. For the
through-plane proton conductivity experiment, the lower part of
the cell (donor reservoir) was lled with 0.01 M sulfuric acid (for
analysis, Bernd Kra) and the upper part of the cell (acceptor
reservoir) was lled with pH 7 buffer solution (Merck). The
membranes were placed between the upper and lower part of
the cell and the whole cell was nally screwed together using
a cell clamp. The electrodes for the SECM measurement were
then positioned in the upper part of the cell. Before the start of
the area scan, linear sweep voltammograms were recorded in
the potential range between 0 and −1.3 V with a sweep rate of
100 mV s−1. For the area scan, the potential of the electrode was
set to −0.5 V. The scan velocity was 100 mm s−1 with a step size
of 50 mm.

For the detection of pinholes and cracks, the lower part of
the cell was lled with 0.1 M potassium ferrocyanide (for anal-
ysis, Carl Roth) and 0.1 M potassium chloride (for analysis, Carl
Roth) solution and the upper part was lled with 0.1 M potas-
sium chloride solution. Before the start of the area scan, cyclic
voltammograms were recorded in the potential range between
+0.7 and −0.5 V with a sweep rate of 10 mV s−1. For the area
scan, the tip potential was set to +0.5 V. The scan velocity was
100 mm s−1 with a step size of 50 mm.

2.3 Ion exchange capacity (IEC)

First, the membranes were immersed in 0.5 M sulfuric acid at
70 °C for 8 hours. Then, all membranes were placed in a satu-
rated sodium chloride solution and heated to 80 °C for 8 hours.
The solution was then titrated with 0.02 M NaOH (for analysis,
Carl Roth) solution. Aerwards, the membranes were dried at
72 °C for 8 hours and weighted to calculate the IEC.

2.4 Attenuated total reection – infrared (ATR-IR)
spectroscopy

First, the investigated membranes were dried for 8 hours at
72 °C in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm, B410). ATR-IR spectra
were measured with a Nicolet 6700 (Thermo Scientic) spec-
trometer using a diamond crystal. The spectra were normalized
to the peak at 1058 cm−1 wavenumbers.
13750 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757
2.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

First, the investigated membranes were dried for 8 hours at
72 °C in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm, B410). Then, the
samples were sputtered (Quorum, Q 150R ES plus) with gold as
sputtering target and measured using a Jeol JCM-6000 SEM.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Combination of DC-SECM with a Franz diffusion cell

Themeasurement of the through-plane proton conductivity and
the detection of cracks or holes in polymer electrolyte
membranes is based on the combination of DC-SECM with
a Franz diffusion cell. The principal assembly of such a diffu-
sion cell is shown in Fig. 1. The Franz diffusion cell, or simply
Franz cell, is an apparatus typically used for testing the diffu-
sion (or release) of active ingredients through (or by)
a membrane. It consists of a donor reservoir and an acceptor
reservoir which are separated by the membrane. The donor
chamber can contain an active ingredient that can diffuse
through the membrane into the acceptor chamber.

In this work, the donor reservoir contains a redox mediator,
which can diffuse through the to be tested polymer electrolyte
membrane into the acceptor reservoir with a standard solution.
By using DC-SECM, the current ow at a set tip potential above
the membrane depends on the amount of redox mediator that
can diffuse through the membrane at the specic local position
of the SECM tip. With this approach, we aimed to measure the
diffusion of protons from the donor reservoir containing
sulfuric acid into the acceptor reservoir containing a pH 7 buffer
solution through the membrane, i.e. the through-plane proton
conductivity. If a sufficient cathodic potential is applied at the
SECM tip, the tip current should increase while approaching the
membrane (positive feedback28) due to the reduction of protons
to hydrogen (Fig. 3 black curve). The magnitude of this signal
could hence be interpreted as a measure for the through-plane
proton conductivity. However, if the membrane contains cracks
or holes, the protons will directly ow through these holes and
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the two applied SECM measurement methods: (a) determination of the through-plane proton conductivity
with protons as redox mediator. (b) Detection of cracks and holes with [Fe(CN)6]

4− as redox mediator.
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also induce a high current and positive feedback at the SECM
tip as schematically shown in Fig. 2a. This approach alone can
therefore not discriminate between a high proton conductivity
and a broken membrane structure, as shown by the comparable
approach curves over an intact and a pierced membrane (Fig. 3).

In order to detect the actual presence of holes and cracks, we
applied a second complementary method. Now, the donor
reservoir in the Franz cell contains as redox mediator ferrocy-
anide. It is assumed that this metal complex cannot diffuse
through the intact membrane. If the SECM tip is set at
Fig. 3 Approach curves for the Franz cell/DC-SECM measurement
with protons as redox mediator (for proton conductivity measure-
ments) over the pristine membrane (black curve) and over the pierced
pinhole (red curve).

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a sufficient anodic potential, the tip current above a pristine
membrane without holes should decrease while approaching
the sample surface. This is called negative feedback, since the
redox mediator cannot diffuse through the intact membrane
and because the Naon™ membrane is an electrical insu-
lator.29,30 However, if there are holes or cracks in the membrane,
the redox mediator can directly diffuse through these holes into
the acceptor reservoir. If the working electrode now scans over
the hole, the redox mediator gets oxidized at the electrode and
a positive feedback is measured (Fig. 2b). For this approach, it is
Fig. 4 Approach curves for the Franz cell/DC-SECM measurement
with ferrocyanide as redox mediator (for hole detection) over the
pristine membrane (black curve) and over the pierced pinhole (red
curve).

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757 | 13751



Fig. 6 Cyclic voltammograms of the potassium chloride acceptor
solution in a Franz diffusion cell containing a pristine Nafion™
membrane and ferrocyanide solution in the donor reservoir in
a longterm diffusion test, recorded after the indicated times (in
minutes).
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important that a negative feedback is measured above the intact
membrane and a positive feedback above the hole. The
approach curves in Fig. 4 cleary show, how a pristine and
a pierced membrane can be distinguished with this approach.
Since our goal is to characterize the radical-induced deactiva-
tion of polymer electrolyte membranes, a combination of the
two presented SECM methods should allow the discrimination
between the degeneration of acidic side chains or of the uo-
ropolymeric backbone of the membrane. Due to the opposite
potentials needed for the detection of the two different redox
mediators, a cross-talk between these two species can be also
excluded.

3.2 Franz cell/DC-SECM investigations of pristine and aged
polymer electrolyte membranes

First, linear sweep (LSV) and cyclic voltammograms (CV) were
recorded to select suitable potentials for the redox mediators
(Fig. 5). The CV for ferrocyanide shows a clear increase in
current from 0.2 V on. In order to be within the diffusion-
limited range, a potential of 0.5 V was chosen for the later
SECM measurements. In comparison, the CV of the acceptor
potassium chloride solution only shows a very small current at
0.5 V (Fig. 5). Thus, a signicant increase in current should be
visible when the redox mediator ferrocyanide can diffuse
(through a hole) to the tip at a potential of 0.5 V.

In a next step, it was determined whether the redox mediator
ferrocyanide can diffuse through an intact membrane, i.e.
without cracks or holes. For this purpose, CVs were measured in
a Franz cell, where a pristine Naon™membrane separated the
donor reservoir from the acceptor reservoir. Fig. 6 shows the
trend of the CVs over a time of 5 hours. Obviously, no increase
in current was measurable in the oxidation range of ferrocya-
nide. It can therefore be concluded that the diffusion of ferro-
cyanide through the intact membrane can be neglected. The
approximate measurement duration for a typical Franz cell/DC-
SECM sample scan including preparation of the cell is about
two hours. The long-term test therefore ensures that
Fig. 5 Cyclic voltammograms of 0.1 M ferrocyanide solution (red
curve) and of 0.1 M potassium chloride solution (black curve) for the
determination of the optimum SECM tip potential.

13752 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757
ferrocyanide does not diffuse through the intact membrane
during the entire measurement period. The fact that the redox
mediator cannot diffuse through the intact membrane is
essential for the functionality of the experiment. If ferrocyanide
could diffuse through the undamaged membrane, the intact
membrane could no longer be distinguished from cracks and
holes, as an increase in current would be measurable across the
intact membrane (positive feedback).

As for the measurement of the through-plane proton
conduction, LSVs were recorded from both the donor and
acceptor solutions (Fig. 7). The LSV of the acceptor pH 7 buffer
solution illustrates an increase in negative current at potentials
below−0.65 V, which is due to proton reduction. The LSV of the
sulfuric acid donor solution, on the other hand, shows
a signicant increase in negative current already at potentials
Fig. 7 Linear sweep voltammograms of 0.01 M sulfuric acid (red
curve) and of the pH = 7 buffer solution (black curve) for the deter-
mination of the optimum SECM tip potential.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 DC-SECM area scans of a membrane aged with Fenton's
reagent (a) with protons as redox mediator, (b) with ferrocyanide as
redox mediator.
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below −0.3 V. To ensure that the difference in current between
the curves is large enough and that no bubble formation occurs
at the working electrode, a potential of −0.5 V was chosen for
the later SECM measurements.

To prove the functional principle of this novel approach, the
method was tested with a pristine Naon™ membrane into
which a small hole was drilled with a needle. This membrane
should be characterized by a high proton conductivity over the
intact area and a very high proton diffusion at the location of
the hole. In Fig. 8a the area scan of the Franz cell/DC-SECM
measurement using protons as redox mediator is shown. It
can be clearly seen that at position y = 250 mm, x = 500 mm the
negative current increased by more than four times. The
increase in the negative current is due to the unhindered
diffusion of the protons through the hole. As a result, more
protons are reduced to hydrogen at the working electrode
compared to the intact membrane, so the maximum current is
measured at this position. In the immediate vicinity of the hole,
the current is also higher, since the increased diffusion through
the hole results in a higher proton concentration there. More-
over, a second region at y = −1000 mm, x = 0–200 mm is
noticeable where the proton diffusion is increased. Since the
rest of the membrane is supposed to be intact, the increased
current could be ascribed to a higher concentration of acid
groups.

The same membrane was also studied by the second
approach using ferrocyanide as donor solution. The respective
area scan is depicted in Fig. 8b. Consistent with the measure-
ment of the proton conductivity, a current maximum is
measured at position y = 250 mm, x = 500 mm. Through the
pierced hole, the redox mediator can diffuse into the acceptor
solution and thus give a positive feedback at the working elec-
trode, because ferrocyanide gets oxidized at the polarized
working electrode. Due to the ongoing diffusion of the redox
mediator through the hole, the boundaries around the hole are
blurred.

Finally, the Franz cell/DC-SECM approach was tested with
a Naon™ membrane deactivated by Fenton's reagent in order
to simulate a radical attack as typically observed for membrane
aging in hydrogen fuel cells and water electrolyzers. It is well
known that the Fenton reaction produces radicals that attack
both main and side chains of the polymer structure.31 As
Fig. 8 DC-SECM area scans of a membrane with pierced pinhole (a)
with protons as redox mediator, (b) with ferrocyanide as redox
mediator.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a consequence, areas of relatively inhomogeneous proton
conductivity should be measurable due to the radical attack on
the sulfonic acid groups. The heavy reaction which results in the
formation of gas bubbles is typically characterized by a very
inhomogeneous deactivation of the membrane. In addition, the
radicals also attack the C–F bonds of the polymer structure,
which can lead to the formation of holes and cracks. The DC-
SECM area scan depicted in Fig. 9a shows that the through-
plane proton conductivity as measured with protons as redox
mediators varies strongly over the surface. Particularly notice-
able is the area between y= 0–500 mm and x= 0–2500 mm. Here,
the proton diffusion is largest relative to the rest of the surface
and reaches very high negative currents at y = 250–500 mm in
two points at about x= 500 mm and x= 1500 mm, respectively. A
very broad plateau of high negative currents is also observable
at y = 0–250 mm. Moreover, proton diffusion is increased at the
locations −500 to −250 mm in y-direction and at 0–1000 and
2000–2500 mm in x-direction. However, with this measurement
alone it cannot be concluded if this is due to the heterogeneous
distribution of acidic sulfonate groups or due to the presence of
holes and cracks.

The DC-SECM area scan in Fig. 9b shows the results of the
respective measurement of the membrane treated with Fenton's
reagent while using ferrocyanide as redox mediator. In this
gure there are two prominent maxima at y = 250–500 mm with
current peaks of about 1.5 nA at about x = 500 mm and x = 1500
mm. Furthermore, a rather broad plateau of high positive
currents can be observed at y = 0–250 mm. Since this method is
sensitive for the presence of cracks or holes and since diffusion
through the intact membrane could be excluded, these peaks
can be attributed to holes in the membrane. A comparison of
the two methods for examining the membrane aged with Fen-
ton's reagent shows that both a higher proton diffusion and
a higher diffusion of the redox mediator ferrocyanide occur
roughly in the location between y = 0–500 mm and x = 0–2500
mm. The two SECM area scans t in this area nearly perfectly
together. This leads to the conclusion that this is an area with
many cracks and holes. The holes appear to be smaller than the
drilled hole in the pristine membrane examined before, since
the measured currents are signicantly smaller.

It is also worth mentioning that the increased negative
current in the range −500 to 0 mm (y-direction) in Fig. 9a can be
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757 | 13753
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attributed to an increased number of acid groups, as the
ferrocyanide measurement (Fig. 9b) showed no increased
current at this specic point, i.e. no oxidation of the redox
mediator took place. Hence, a crack or hole in this region can be
excluded and the high positive proton feedback can be ascribed
to a relatively high density and strength of acid groups at this
site.

To make this even clearer, the two area scans of the
approaches aer Fenton deactivation were normalized to the
respective currents at coordinates x = 750 mm and y = 500 mm,
since Fig. 9b indicates that there is a hole or crack at this
position. The normalized scans were subtracted from each
other to obtain the difference image shown in Fig. 10. As
a result, the direct inuence of cracks and holes on proton
diffusion through the membrane has been eliminated and the
now observed local differences do directly reect changes in
proton conduction due to the different density and strength of
acidic groups in the membrane. It can be seen that the area
between y = −250 mm to −500 mm differs strongly from the
other parts of the membrane exhibiting a signicantly higher
proton conductivity. A very likely explanation is that the acidic
groups at the areas with the strongest radical attacks, i.e. close
to the holes, were damaged preferentially, whereas the proton
conductivity farther away from these attacks is still rather high
due to less damaged acidic groups. However, this inhomoge-
neous distribution of acidic groups would likely have a negative
impact on the function of a PEMWE or PEMFC, as proton and
water transport would be limited to the highly proton conduc-
tive parts of the membrane (and – undesirably – to the holes),
while the other parts with lower acidity would become ineffec-
tive, reducing the overall performance of the system. In general,
with this difference image the heterogeneous proton conduc-
tivity induced by Fenton deactivation can be visualized beyond
hole formation, proving the additional value of this novel Franz
cell/DC-SECM methodology.
Fig. 10 Absolute difference image of both DC-SECM area scans (i.e.
with protons and ferrocyanide as redox mediator) after the degrada-
tion of the membrane with Fenton's reagent.

13754 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757
3.3 SEM investigation of pristine and aged polymer
electrolyte membranes

All investigated membranes were examined with SEM in order
to investigate their morphology. As a result, the surface of the
pristine membrane (Fig. 11a) shows no obvious bubbles, cracks,
holes or other irregularities. In the SEM image of the pristine
membrane pierced with a needle, the pinhole with a length of
approximately 500 mm can be clearly recognized (Fig. 11b). As
for the membrane treated with Fenton's reagent, the surface
now shows a large number of bubbles, some of which are
relatively large and have a diameter of approximately 1 mm.
Moreover, some of the bubbles have ruptured forming cracks or
holes (Fig. 11e and f). The radical attack was apparently very
effective, since also a larger crack was created that runs through
the entire membrane (Fig. 11c). Overall, the SEM examinations
clearly proof the formation of cracks or holes and thus also
conrm the results of the Franz cell/DC-SECM measurements.
3.4 IEC determination of pristine and aged polymer
electrolyte membranes

The ion exchange capacity (IEC) is a frequently used measure to
quantitatively assess the proton conductivity of polymer elec-
trolyte membranes. We therefore determined the IEC of the
pristine membrane and of the membrane treated with Fenton's
reagent in order to obtain an indication of a reduced number of
acid groups due to the radical attack. However, we obtained for
both membranes the same IEC of 0.91 meq. g−1. The degrada-
tion of the sulfonic acid groups could hence not be conrmed
by this method. Regarding the IEC aer Fenton deactivation,
Fig. 11 SEM images of (a) the pristine membrane, (b) the pristine
membrane with artificial pinhole, and (c)–(f) of the membrane aged
with Fenton's reagent.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Hongsirikarn et al. have already mentioned contradictory
results in the literature.32 They speculated that especially the
treatment before the determination of the IEC has an inuence
on the result. They also gured out that despite the same IEC
before and aer Fenton deactivation, a decrease in the peak
intensity associated with sulfonate acid groups was visible in
the FT-IR spectra. It was concluded that the degradation of the
Naon™membrane at the side chains leads to the formation of
carboxylic acid end groups32,33 and carbonyl functional
groups.32,34 Subsequently, these new acidic groups could be
replaced by sulfonate groups during the pretreatment with
sulfuric acid to prepare the IEC measurements.32,35
3.5 ATR-IR spectroscopy of pristine and aged polymer
electrolyte membranes

In order to analyze the predicted deactivation of the membrane
by the Fenton's reagent with another independent spectro-
scopic method, the membranes were examined using ATR-IR
spectroscopy. ATR-IR spectra of the pristine and of the aged
membrane are shown in Fig. 12. The spectra were normalized to
the peak at 1058 cm−1. The two most intense peaks at
1150 cm−1 and 1213 cm−1 can be assigned to the antisymmetric
stretching mode of the C–F bonds. The symmetric stretching
mode of SO−

3 corresponds to the peak at 1058 cm−1, while the
double peak at 978 cm−1 and 983 cm−1 represents the
symmetric stretching mode of the C–O–C groups.31,36

When comparing the spectra of the fresh and the degraded
membrane, it is noticeable that the relative intensity of the C–F
peaks is higher aer the Fenton treatment. Similar observations
were made by Teixeira et al. It was concluded that the side
chains are more affected by aging than the C–F bonds.3 The
severe degradation of the SO−

3 groups by the Fenton reaction
has also been demonstrated in our previous work.27 In this
study, electrical impedance spectroscopy was used to show that
the proton conductivity of the membrane was lower aer the
Fenton treatment as compared to the pristine membrane.
Fig. 12 ATR-IR spectra of a pristine (red curve) and Fenton (black
curve) deactivated Nafion™ membrane. The spectra were normalized
to the respective peak at 1058 cm−1.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
4 Conclusion

A spatially resolved method based on SECM was developed to
investigate and differentiate the two important radical-induced
aging phenomena of polymer electrolyte membranes – reduc-
tion of proton conductivity and formation of holes and cracks.
This was achieved by combining DC-SECM with a Franz diffu-
sion cell and the use of ferrocyanide and protons (sulphuric
acid), respectively, as redox mediators. This working principle
could be exemplarily shown by the investigation of a pristine
Naon™ membrane, a pristine Naon™ membrane with
pierced hole and a Naon™ membrane deactivated with the
Fenton reagent. The articial hole induced both an increased
through-plane proton diffusion and an increased diffusion of
the ferrocyanide ion, respectively.

As for the measurement of the membrane treated with
Fenton's reagent to simulate the attack with radicals, it could be
proven that the proton conduction and hence likely the sulfo-
nate groups are distributed considerably more inhomoge-
neously than in the pristine membrane. This can be attributed
to the radical attack on the SO−

3 groups, as this assumption is
also conrmed by the ATR-IR measurement as a decrease in the
corresponding relative peak intensity associated with this
group. Overall, however, due to the constant proton diffusion
through small holes in the membranes, the assignment of the
SECM current to the abundance of acid groups is not unam-
biguous. The selective detection of cracks and holes with the
redox mediator ferrocyanide therefore proved to be a very
helpful complementary method to distinguish between altered
proton conductivity due to radical-initialized deactivation of
sulfonic acid groups and the formation of holes and cracks due
to the radical attack of the uorohydrocarbon backbone of the
membrane.

SEM examinations clearly conrmed the formation of holes
and cracks as a result of the radical attack of the main chains. In
addition, the relative decrease in ATR-IR peak intensities
related to sulfonate groups support the attack of the side
chains. In summary, we could prove that with our new Franz
cell/DC-SECM approach the aging and degeneration of polymer
electrolyte membranes can be studied and different aging
mechanisms can be visualized with rather high spatial resolu-
tion. The spatial resolution in this work can be further
improved, for example, by using a ow-through cell. Since the
protons accumulate in this setting due to the continuous
diffusion, the pH value of the acceptor solution changes and the
measurement is strongly time-dependent. Therefore, a lower
resolution was chosen due to the shorter measurement dura-
tion. If, on the other hand, the acceptor solution is continuously
exchanged, the measurement time has no longer any impact on
the measurement and the resolution can easily be reduced to
a few micrometers. In principle, a resolution in the nanometer
range can also be achieved by using suitable working electrodes,
so that even the smallest changes can be made visible. The
sensitivity in detecting aging phenomena proved to be very high
compared to routine measurement methods such as the
determination of the IEC by titration. This method can hence
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 13748–13757 | 13755
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accelerate the development of more robust and sustainable
membranes that are urgently needed for the new generation of
better fuel cells and electrolyzers with longer lifetimes.

Future work will focus on investigating complete membrane
electrode assemblies (MEA) using both approaches. The
advantage here would be that the acid groups and the holes can
be investigated without having to separate the individual MEA
layers from each other and thus damaging the MEA. This would
offer the possibility of a non-destructive method that can detect
spatial changes in the acid groups and the formation of cracks
and holes. Other common methods that can also be used for
this task, such as SEM-EDX and variants of AFM, have the
disadvantage that either the different layers of the MEA have to
be separated for the measurement or that entire MEAs with
their sample size of several square centimetres might be diffi-
cult to be analyzed. With the Franz cell/SECM combination,
larger samples such as entire MEAs can be examined with high
local resolution.
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